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BODY COMPOSITION FROM FLUID SPACES AND DENSITY: 
, ANALYSIS OF METHODS 

William E. Siri 

Donner Laboratory of Biophysics and Medical Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

March 19, 1956 

ABSTRACT 

The gross composition of the human body is regarded as a mixture of 
water, lipids, and fat-free solids, the last consisting mainly of protein and 
inorganic mineral. The proportions of the se constituents are important 
biological variable s, both in normal and diseased state s of the body, but 
their evaluation has been subject to considerable uncertainty. Total body 
water is the only constituent amenable to direct measurement in vivo, 
whereas the remaining constituents can only be estimated indirectly from 
the proportion of body water or from the whole -body density. The indirect 
methods for estimating fat and fat -free solids are subject therefore to both 
experimental error and biological variability. The consequent uncertainty 
in the estimates depends largely on the assumptions that are inherent in the 

. methods that are used. Each of the procedures for estimating body com
position that is based on body water, corporal density, or a combination of 
these measurements is examined for its basic premises, its formulation, 
and the limits of its validity. Formulas are derived for calculating total 
depot fat in humans and for calculating the standard deviation. In general, 
the uncertainty in fat estim'ated from density or water is about ± 4% of body 
weight, whereas combined body water and density yield an error of ± 2%. 
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BODY. COMPOSITION FROM FLUID SPACES AND DENSITY: 
ANALYSIS OF METHODS 

William E. ,Siri 

Donner Laboratory of Biophysics and Medical Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California' 

March 19, 1956 

1. Introduction 

In an era when quantitative ln vivo measurement dominates many physi
ological investigations, it is hardly necessary to stress the need for reliable 
means for estimating the gross constituents of the human body. With in vivo 
techniques now available, however, only the fluid spaces of the body can be 
measured directly, whereas the body's burden of fat 'can be derived only 
approximately by indirect methods involving the fluid spaces and the density 
of the whole;; bddY. For the remaining principal constituents, protein and 
mineral, there is not even an indirect approach that can be said to be wholly 
satisfactory. " While admittedly new and independent methods are needed 
perhaps more than refinements in existing techniques, still the fluid spaces 
and body density are likely to remain essential measurements in any analysis 
of gross' constituents, even if practicable direct methods are in the future 
devised for dther constituents. 

The procedures for estimating body composition, and more particularly 
fat, fro'm the size of the fluid space and corporal density are well established 
in principle. Quantitatively they have

3
been open to a variety of interpretations' 

ever since the development by Behnke of the underwater weighing technique 
for determining density, and the first uses of solutes for measuring extra
cellular and total body water. For the most part the se procedure s appear 
to be confirmed in laboratory animals by direct chemical analyses, but 
whether or not they can be applied without modification to humans, with 
expectation of equally reliable quantitative results, has been open to conjecture. 
It has not been possible to confirm them by direct chemical analysis, and 
there is compelling evidence that the human population at large tends, toward 
greater variability in body composition than do laborafory animals. Thus,' in 
some instance s estimates of fat derived from fluid spaces and density have 
been treated with considerably more confidence than the underlying premise s 
of the method would appear to justify. Then, too, estimates by one indirect 
method have been seemingly corroborated by another, whereas both (for 
example) total body water and density must necessarily give identical fat 
values--which need not, however, be the true value. 

Keys and Brozek9 have reviewed comprehensively the current status of 
our understanding of body composition and the problems inherent in its 

L 
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, 
investigation. Nevertheless, the specific Il1.,ethods for estimating body com
position that are derived from fluid spates and density still bear closer 
scrutiny by analytical methods. Among the leading que stions that still remain 
to be answered, the following in particular should yield to such an approach: 

(a) As suming that total body water, extracellular fluid spate, and corporal 
density are the only quantitie s that can be measured, 110w are fat, protein . 
and mineral estimated from anyone or a combination of such measurements? 

(b) What are the underlying as sumptions in these methods and their 
range of validity? 

(c) What uncertainty does biological variability as well as experimental 
error intr.oduce into the final estimate? 

(d) For practical purposes, what experimental accuracy is desirable in 
a given method? 

These questions yield readily to analysis, and the results possess the .ad
vantage of ,generalized algebraic form that may then be evaluated by the 
investigator in accordance with the best available· current data on theobio
logical variables, such as the interrelationships between water, pr.otein. and 
mineral. 

. In the following sections each of the potential methods for estimating 
body composition from the fluid spaces, corporal density, or their combination, 
is examined for its basic premises,its formulation, the inherent uncertainties, 
and general conclusions. The algebraic formulas are expressed in as general 
a form as the as sumptions concerning a method permit, so that within the 
limitations of this framework they are valid for humans and animals alike. 
;Differentiation into specific working formulas occurs only when numerical 

. values are inserted. Although this has been done, it must be emphasized 
that such formulas are provisional until the numerical values rest on. more 
definitive data. In any study of body composition one or another of the 
formulas is, ·of course,necessary. but its inherent uncertainties shoqld be 
re cognized. 
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. 2. General Principles 

The sole constituents of the body are considered in the following analysis 
to be lipids, water, protein, and mineral. 'Water alone can for thls purpose 
be regarded as two compartments; namely, the intra- and extracellular fluid 
spaces. For convenvenience in formulating the numerous algebraic expre ssions 
relating togros s body composition, the constituents' are expre ssed as pro
portions of the total bodt weight, or of adipose tissue where this is indicated. 
Hence, fat is designated," by f (kg fat/kg body weight. or of adipose tissue). 
withw," ,i,' er p" andm,Jsirnilarly defined for total water, intra- and extracel=
lular water, protein and mineral. A further division into carbohydrates and 
into Viessentialii and ilnonessential'l lipids is not warranted. partly because the 
former two constitute a relatively small portion of the body, but more particu
larly because none of the indirect methods for determining body composition 
is capable of differentiating such divisions. 

All methods for deriving body composition have in common the two 
fundamental (though perhaps obvious) relations that the sums of the proportions 
of the constituents by weight and by volume must equal unit weight and unit 
volume: 

f + w +p + m = 1 (unit wt. ) ( 1) 

F + W + P + M = 1 ( uni t vol. ) (2) 

Since the weight and volume of a constituent are related bY' weight = density 
x volume. a third basic expression may be derived that is more useful than 
Eq. (2) when densitometry is employed: 

1 
d = (3) 

.in which d is the combined density.,. -the density of the whole body- - anddf , 
dw • dP3 and dm are the separate densities of the constituents, expressed in 
g cm . 

Despite the elementary character of these expressions the definitions of 
f, w, p, and m must be explicit if an interpretation of the result is to be 
unambiguous. In any method involving densitometry, f consists of all sub
stances that have essentially the same density as storage fat (triglycerides), 
but it is assumed that f includes only such fats. The same criterion 
necessa:rily applies to w, p. and m. In particular, water is regarded as pure 
water and not as body fltiids, which are solutions mainly of proteins and 
inorganic salts and therefore have higher densities. Protein and mineral as
expressed by p and m are the totals of these constituents, including these 
substances in the fluid spaces as well as in cellular matter. 
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In the numerical expressions that are given as examples of applications 
of the various methods. it is assumed that the densities of f, w. p. and m 
are relatively constant compared to other empirical factors that are inherent 
in every method, and the following values are used: 

-3 0 
d f = 0.900 g cm at 37 C (Ref. 9) 

d = 0.993 g 
-3 

at 3:Z° C cm 
w 

d 1.340 g cm 
-3 

at 37° C (Ref. 8) = .p 

d = 3.000 g cm 
-3 

at 37
0 

C (Ref. 5) 
m 

The studie s by Fidanza. Keys, and Anderson cited by Keys and Brozek 9 

indicate a remarkable uniformity in the density of human fat irrespective of 
the site fr:om which it is taken. If further investigation reveals that human 
fat density is essentially constant for ail individuals, this result--though 
de sirable - -will be at variance with observations on the density and composition 
of animal fats, which appear to change somewhat with diet and environment. 
While otherwise the density of human fat seems well established, the re
liability of ·the numerical values· of d and d cannot be argued with great 
confidence. Proteins are known to dRffer innaensity and the value of 1.34 
g cm ",3 is an average for fully hydrated protein in vitro. Whether or not it 
is the correct average for human protein in vivo has not been demonstrated. 
The same reservation applies to d = 3.0as well. 

m 

Nearly as fundamental as the three universal relations above is the need 
for a reference body upon which all the methods except that of combined 
total body water and density are based. For the most part the reference body 
has been tacitly assumed and often illdefined, but nevertheless present in 
studies of body composition. When only one or even two properties, such as 
water and density. are measured, it is evidently necessary to assume that 
a constant relationship exists among the remaining constituents. In doing so, 
a reference body is implicitly introduced to which all individuals are pre
sumed to conform except for differences. in the prqportion of adipose tissue. 

The best-defined refere~ce bodies have been the "fat-free body," Behnke's 
"lean-body mass, ,,1.4 and Brozek1s "standard man. ,,6, 9 Each of these is 
intended to provide the basic and presumably constant relationships between 
constituents that mo st indirect methods for estimating body composition 
cannot ·in themselves measure. 

In the first of the se concepts it is as sumed that all adult normal humans 
are identical in their ratios of water, protein, and mineral, and that they 
differ only in possessing varying proportions of pure fat appended to the 
basic lean structure. Behnke I s lean-body mass is essentially the same thing 
except for recognition that the lean body contains certain essential lipid sub
stance s such as phospholipids that are irreducible cellular constituents. 
This distinction, although valid, is one that present methods for determining 
body composition cannot make. 
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The view that the body may b.eregarded as a lean stru.cture to wllich pure 
fat is added appears to obtain in small mammals, and.is supported by some 
animal studies. The recent studies by Pitts 12 appear particularly to support 
this contention in guinea pigs, at least in animals for whichfat is less than 
25% of body .weight. 

On the other hand, the extensive studies of Keys andBrozek9 on changes 
in body composition in humans during weight changes due to altered diet 
suggest that adipose tissue--or at least the tissue gained or lost--is not pure 
fat, but consists of water and cellular material as well. Behnke has reported 
similar findings, though numerically somewhat different. 2, 4 Moreover, 
Keys and Brozek found that the compsition. of adipose tissue was not constant 
over the entire emaciation-obesity range, but was substantially different for 
extremely lean persons. 9 U!1der these conditions, the fat-free body could 
not serve as a suitable reference be(:ause its composition would depend on 
the fatne ss of the individual. Instead, Keys and Brozek adapted a Ii standard 
manit derived from the mean composition estimated for a selected group of 
young men. 9 It was believed thatadipose tissue in the range of, and greater 
than the 14% of body weight estimated for the standar'd man was nearly 
constant in composition, hence, the standard man would serve as a va~id 
reference for most of the population, but would be inappropriate for very 
lean per sons. 

There is not as yet sufficient experimental evidence to formulate precisely 
what constitutes a satisfactory reference body, nor for that matter to assume 
·that all adult humans must necessarily con:form to anyone reference. There 
is, indeed, reason to believe that a series of such references may be needed 
to bracket the emaciation-obesity range, and perhaps other variables, such 
as mineral, as well. This, however, does not solve the difficulty, because 
some new and independent means would be required to select the appropriate 
reference. 

An these pos sibilitie s must nevertheles s be introduced into any 'gener
alized formulation forcalc~latingfat. protein, or mineral from flu:id spaces 
and density. The analysis of each method, therefore, proceeds from a , 
generalized. re~erence b~dy who.se composition is 1 .= fO: wo + p.Q + mO. a~~ 
whose dens1ty 1S dO. It 1S then assumed that other lnd1v1duals dlfferonly 1n 
possessing a greater or smaller proportion of adipose tissue, A, whose 
generalized composition is 1 = f1 + WI + Pl + ml with density dI, where 
fl, WI, PI', and ml are the constituents relative to unit weight of such tissue. 
The quantity A is therefore the adipose-tissue difference between subject 
and reference as employed by Keys and Brozek. From these definitions it 
is readily seen that the total proportions of fat, water, protein, and mineral 
in the normally hydrated person are 

f = (1 - A) fO + Af I' 

w=(I-A)wO+AwI' 

P'= (1 - A) PO +APl' 

m = (1 - A) m 0 + Am 1 . 

(4) 
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With each of the methods formulated in these terms;' one thay choose a compo", 
sition for adipose tissue and whatever reference seems'appropriate. 

In the following sections, the general formulation for each method will 
also be given in numerical form as derived fro~ two very different references. 
The first is based on Brozek's "Standard Man, II which is characterized by 

do = 1.063 

fO = 0.14 

Wo = 0.61' 

PO = 0.19 

mO = 0.06 

-3 
g cm 

unit of body weight, 

unit of body weight" 

unit of body weight, 

utiit of body weight, 

together with Keys and Brozek's estimate of th~ composition of adipose 
tissue: 9 

d 1 = 0.948 
-3 

g cm 

fl = 0.62 adipose tissue weight, 

wI = 0.31 adipose tissue weight, 

PI = 0.07 adipose tissue weight, 

ro
l 

= 0.00 adipose tis sue vveight. 

,The 'second example is evaluated on the basis of the fat-free body, assuming 
its proportions of water, protein, and mi,neral are constant for all adult humans, 
and by identifying adipose tis sue with pure fat. Under the se conditions ' 
f l = 1.0, wI = PI = m 1 = 0, and the remaining quantities have approximately the 
following value s: 

dO = 1.1 

fO = 0.0 

Wo = 0.72 

Po = 0.21 

mO = 0.07 

-3 ' 
gcm 

unit body weight, 

unit body weight, 

unit body weight~ 

unit body weight~ 

These two references - -Brozek's "Standard Man" and the fat-free body-
are used in the followi~g sections for nu.merical evaluation of the methods, 
primarily because they illustrate opposite extremes in concepts of reference 
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bodies. Despite this, it will be apparent .in analyses of most methods that 
the choice of r.eference body may have less mate.rialeffe·ct.on the estimated 
quantity of fat or protein arid mineral than do the underlying uncertainties 
in the method. In view of the insensitivity of most methods and the consequent 
uncertainty associated with them, the characte.ristic values indicat~d above 
appear to be justifiable, even where there may be disagreement on the pre
cise magnitude .of the constituents. 
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3. Experimental Errer and Bielogical Uncertainty 

It weuld be a misleading simplificatien to. assume that the accuracy with 
which bedy cempesitien can be estimated hinges largely upen the accuracy 
with which cerperal density er the fluid spaces can be measured. Even if 
experimental errer were insignificant there weuld still remain in mest 
metheds fer estimating bedy compesitien a residual uncertainty (Standard 
Deviatien) that is abeut ± 4% ef bedy weight. Each methed includes. whether 
explicitly er implicitly, a fixed reference bedy. er the equivalent in a set ef 
assumptiens interrelating the censtituents that cannet be measured directly. 
Thus, fer example. all metheds assume that mineral censtitutes a fixed 
fractien ef the fat-free bedy. er that it has a fixed ratio. to. pretein. er that 
it cenferms to. seme alternative but equally likely empirical relatienship. 
Since it can hardly be expected that all individuals will cenferm exactly to. the 
same numerical censtants iti such relatienships. particularly ameng humans, 
deviatiens frem preset value s, even the ugh they may be accurate average s, 
result in an inaccuracy stemming frem bielegical variability. 

The empirical censtants in fat-estimating fermulas may at best represent 
an average fer a given pepulatien. they may furthermere be correct in enly 
a limited segment ef the ebesity-emaciatien range. The variability in each 
bielegical facter therefere centributes its share to. the uncertainty in an 
estimate ef fat, pretein, er mineral. Bielegical variability sets the limit ef 
cenfidence ene may have in estimates ef bedy compesitien by metheds new 
available, and it also. sets a useful limit ef accuracy that is desirable in 
determinatiens ef density and fluid space s. This latter censideratien is 
particularly significant frem a practical standpeint. , On the ene hand, it may 
save the expenditure ef great effert put into. impreving the accuracy ef an 
experimental technique that weuld in reality preduce no. significant impreve
ment in the estimate ef fat er ether censtituents, and en the ether hand, weuld 
aveid interpreting an already precise measurement ef density er fluid space 
as a cemparably accurate determinatien ef fat and body cempe sitien generally. 

The ever -all uncertainty in an e stirnate ef fat must censequently include 
beth bielegical variability and experimental errer. Since the varieus metheds 
can be fermulated explicitly in terms ef the bielegical variables, an estimate 
ef this uncertainty expre s sed as standard deviatien can be feund by applying 
the Law ef Prepagation ef Errers to. the general fermulaE! '(see Appendix 1). 
This will also. yield an estimate ef eptimum experimental accuracy that seen~s 
justified in the applicatien ef a specific methed. 

The algebraic fermulas fer calculating the variance (SD squared) in the 
fat estimates are expressed in terms ef the biolegical variables and their 
variance, experimental and bielegical. Evidently, these experimental and 
bielegical uncertaintie s must be the same in every methed fer estimating 
bedy cempesitien frem density and fluid spaces, altheugh their cumulative 
effect:~ will in general be different. 
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The standard deviations listed below are intended primarily to illustrate, 
when substituted into the appropriate formulas, the approximate magnitude of 
the uncertainty associated with each method. Nevertheless, their values are 
believed to be justified by the available data on. body composition. The 
quantities to which they refer are indicated by subscripts. . 

Experimental: (J'd = ± 0.0025 

(J' = ± 0.02 
w 

Biological: (J' =±0.1, 
n 

= ± 0.02 

= ± 0.01 

= ± 0.01 

-3 
g cm .,' 

body weight. 

reference body weight, 

-3 
gcm 

-3 
gcm 

(Refs. 9, 14) 

(Refs. 15,16) 

The experimental errors are based on the best techniques now applicable 
for routit.le practice. 

The quantity 0:, the ratio of total mineral to protein, is discussed in 
Sec.tion 6. The standard deviations (J' wo and (J'dO include the uncertainty 
in the exact composition of the reference body and the much greater disper sion 
in body composition for the population. They are, in effect, measure s of the 
deviation of individuals from a fixed reference and not so much the error in 
the reference. The ,standard deviation in dO' the reference body density, is 
derivedfrom (J'n and (J'WO (see Appendix 2). The value of (J'dl is estimated 
from the combined data of Keys and Brozek, 9 Behnke, 2,4 and Siri. 16 
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4. Densitometric Method 

A correlation between corporal density and fatness was suspected as 
early as 1901 by Stern, 18 but in the absence of an accurate te.chnique for 
measuring body density, it was not possible to establish a well-defined 
relationship. After perfecting the underwater weighing method for determin
ing density of th3 body by Archimedes v principle, . and compensating for lung 
volume, Behnke was able to demonstrate that a high correlation did exist. 
between overweight and density. Using this method Rathbun and Pace 13 were 
in turn able to establish a quantitative relationship between density and the 
percentage of fat in guinea pigs by comparison with direct chemical analysis. 
The semiempirical expression derived by these investigators has the form 
f = (a/d) - b, in which d is body density and a and b are empirical constants. 
The original constants for humans, which were related to body specific gravity 
rather than density, were a = 5.548 and b = 5.044. These values are still 
widely used although they are known to contain a systematic error because 
they are based on an incorrect value of fat density. Keys and Brozek9 and 
Behnke 2 later proposed somewhat different values based on more extensive 
though indirect hUman data and the correct fat density. 

The estimation of fat from density alone is Jounded upon the broad gener
alizations described in Section 2. It requires the assumption that all adult 
humans are identical in composition .except for individual differences in their 
proportions of adipose tissue. This is specified either by comparison with 
a fixed reference body whose composition is presumed to be known, or the 
equivalent, by as suming fixed relationships between water, protein, and . " 
mineral inboth the lean body (not necessarily the fat":'free body) and in adipose 
tis sue. Thus the individual can be regarded as identically the reference body 
to which a proportion A of adipose tissue has been appended"or removed. . 

In arriving at a general formulation of the densitometric method,however, 
it is not necessary to specify the numerical values beyond assuming that they 
are known and valid average values for the cate'gory of subjects to be examined. 
The formulas are in turn greatly simplified if expressed in.terms of the 
densities of the reference body and of the generalized adipose tissue. The 
result is exactly equivalent to expressing the formulation in terms of the 
specific constituents of the reference and adipose tis sue, as may be verified 
by making the substitutions. 

An individual who differs from the reference by a proportion of adipose 
tis sue A is characterized by a mean body density d, related to A by 

or, if terms are rearranged the estimating equation for adipose -tis sue 
diffe rence become s 

(5) 
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(6) 

The difference that is pure fat is then .6.f =. Afl' whereas the total fat pro
portion of the individual is f = Af 1 + (1 - A)f

O
' or more explicitly, 

f = 
d 1·dO (-f 1 - fO~ d 1fl - .dOfO 

d dO -d l dO - ,d l 
(7) 

Equations (.6) and (7) are entirely general, but still retain the form f = (a/d) ,.. b 
that was proposed originally. 

The examples of numerical working forms of these equations may now be 
evaluated first on the basis of Brozek's standard man, and then on the b~!is 
of the fat-free reference body. For the first of these, do = 1.063 g cm , 
fa = 0.14, and fl = 0.62. 

A = 8.764 _ 8.245. 
d ' (8) 

f - 4.206 3 81 - d - . 7. (9) 

These are essentially the equations proposed by Keys and Brozek, 9 although 
there is a negligible difference in the constants because fewer decimal place s 
in dO and d l are used here. 

If. on the other hand, the fat-free body is the correct reference. then 
.dO = Ll g cm- 3, dl = 0.90 g cm- 3, fa = 0.0 and fl - 1.0. The fat-estimating 
equation then becomes 

f=A= 4.950 
. . d 4.500. (10) 

It is of intere st, before examining the uncertainty in the method. to compare 
the values for fat derived from, these and similar numerical formulas that 
have bee,n proposed. For a man: of density 1.050 g cm- 3, the original 
Rathbun-Pace formula yields 23.9%, Keys and Brozek's version, which is 
the same as Eq. (9) above, gives 18.9%. whereas Eq. (10) above gives 21.50/0. 

A.true estimate of the uncertainty associated with the densitometirc 
method, as pointed out in Section 3, must include not only the experimental 
error but also the biological variability as sociated with the as sumptions that 
are made in formulating the method. Th~ standard deviation in the estimated 
v~lue of fat may be derived from the general Eqs. (6) and (7) by applying the 
law of Propagation of Errors, re<;:ognizing that there will be dispersion in 
dO'. d l • fO.andfldue mainly to the variability in totai body water and in the 
mineral-protein ratio among individuals inCl- population. The over-all un
certainty. expressed as the variance. (J·t in fat, then has the form 

/ 
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(11 ) 

The variance in the determination of the differ·ence in fat between subject and 
reference is alSo given by the equation above if fO is set equal to zero and 
the fourth term in the bracket is omitted. 

S,i~ce ~stim.atesof O"f and O".6.f require ?nly approximate values of the 
quant1tlesl~ t~e formulas to be generally val1d~ the values propos~d ,by Keys 
and Brozek gIven above may.be used to evaluate the standard deVIatIons in 
fat and fat differential for a subject of density 1.050 g ern -3. 

2 
14.56 2 + 11.18 

2 + 0.23 
2 + 0.81 

2 + 0.01 
2 

O"f = O"d O"d O"d . O"f 0" f ' 
0 1 0 1 

( 12) 

2 2 + 18.66 
2 + 0.38 

2 + 0.01 
2 

0" ~t 24.28 O"d ad 0" '. O"f d 
0 1 1 

( 13) 

It remains only to substitute representative values for the separate 
variances. The standard deviation a drepresents solely the experimental 
error in measurin* the subject density~ a·nd for the present purpose is taken 
as ± 0.0025 g cm - . The remaining standard deviations reflect primarily 
biological variability.; thus variations in the mineral-protein ratio and in total 
body water introduce a dispersion into dO' even though the reference body may 
be a tr,ue average for the population and its composition known precisely. The 
estimated values, which are discussed in Section 3, are 

'.' -3·· . . -3 ... 
0" d ~ ± 0.01 g cm ~ ad' = ± 0.01 g cm ,0" f :: ± 0.02 reference body weight 

o . 1 0 
andafl = ±0.05 adipose tissue weight. The standard deviation in fat estimated 
by the' densitometirc method becomes 

0" f = ± 4.0% body weight., 

0".6.£ = ± 4.6% body weight. 

Several useful conclusions may be drawn from the fo'tegoinganalysis of the 
densitometric method. First, it is evideritthat little is gained, especially in 
view,of the increased technical 'difficulties, in at!3mpting tomeasure b~dy 
densIty more accurately thart about ± 0.005 gcm . If there were no error 
whatever in measuring density, the uncertainty in fat estimate would still 
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remain ± 3.8% body weight, primarily because of normal variability in body 
constituents, but also because of the uncertaintY'in attempting to establish 
the compositions of adipose tissue and reference man that are true averages 

. for the category of subjects measured. 

Second, the uncertainty in the estimate of difference in fat or of adipose 
tissue A, between subject and reference, is the same as or greater .than that 
for total fat. While. this result is not intuitively evident, it follows from the 
analysis above, which demonstrates that the same uncertainties affect both 
.6.f and f. There is consequently.no real advantage in e stimating.6.f or A 
rather than total fat in the expectation of achieving a more reliable quantity. 

Third, the-reference body cannot be formulated from densitometric 
analysis alone without danger of introducing a large systematic error. This 
error does not stem from experimental error, which may be exceedingly 
small, but from the impos sibility of establishing body composition solely by 
measuring one quantity such' as density or total body water. As a corollary 
to this, it may be noted that even if the densities of both subject and reference 
were determined with great accuracy, the uncertainty in the estimate of fat 
would still be 3.8% body weight. 

Fourth, significant difference s from the average in any of the gros s 
constituents other than fat int·roduce a comparable indeterminate error in 
fat estimate. The method is obviously invalid, for example, in the pre sence 
of abnormal hydration . 
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, , 

5. Total-Body- Water Method 

Investigations of the gross composition of smali anirhals b'y direct analysis 
reveal for the most part a re~atively constant fraction:of water in the fat:-free 
body and a high inverse correlation between.e.ther-extractable fat and total 
water. This has been demonstrated most extensively in ithe guinea'"pig, 11,12 
suggesting that"" -'at least in a limited range of fatnes s':' - such animals' consist 
of a basic lean structure to which pure fat is appended in varying amounts 
without greatly altering the proportions of water, protein~ and mineral. If 
this conClusion is accepted, the 'proportion of fatis given on the average by 
the widely used formula 

f = 1 - ( 14) 

where w is the measured total body water-and Wi, the prop~Htion of water 
in the fat-free bodYl> which has been varioul?ly estimated from 68% to 74%. 

There are, on the other hand, no comparable experimental data to support 
a similar conclusion for the constancy of the hunan body. On the contrary, 
there is some direct7 l> 10, 19 as well as indirect l evidence to demo.nstrate 
that such a pattern is not followed quantitatively. Adipose tissue is thought 
by some investigators to consist i1). part of water and protein, so that these 
constituents should increase in absolute amount with obesity. 2,9 The greater 
variability in total mineral and protein among humans,compared to small 
mammalsl> would also affect independently the constancy of the total body 
water fraction, as would also transient and pathological alterations in hydration. 
There is no way in which altered hydration or differences in the proportions 
of protein and mineral can be taken into account in estimating fat solely from 
total body water, but if water is 'associated with adipose tissuel> this can be 
expre s sed in the formula relating fat to total body water if it is as sumed that the 
water fraction of adipose tissue is constant. In principlel> a somewhat more 
general equation than that above should be obtained. 

For the same reasons that a reference body and a generalized form of 
adipose tissue are inherent in a general formulation of the densitom'etric 
method, they are equally necessary in deriving the body-water method for 
estimating fat or any other constituent. Not only are the same assumptions 
required. but the reference body must be identically the same in the densi
tometric and total-body-water methods if they are to be mutually consistent. 
A subject who then differs in composition from that of the reference body is 
presumed to differ only in possessing a proportion A of adipose tissue that 
is in exce s s of, or smaller than. that of the reference body. The total water 
and fat in the normally hydrated per son are then the sums of the se constituents 
associated with the difference A in adipose tissue, plus that associated with 
the proportion 1 "'-A of the body that corre sponds to the reference body: 

w=Aw l +(1 -A)w
O

' ( 15) 

( 16) 
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Combining equations, we have the general relation between total fat and,water, 

Wo - w 
f = (f 1 - fO) + fO 

Wo - wI 
(17) 

The difference in adipose tissue betwe'en reference and subject is then 
A = (wO - w)/(WO - wI), while the diff~rence in fat is L;:.f = Af l' Equation (17) 
is the most general relation between fat and water that is consistent with what 
is pre sently known of body composition. The choice of reference man, in
sofar as it is an accurate average in a given obesity range. is otherwise arbi.;.· 
trary. 

The numerical form of the fat-e stimating equation based upon Brozek's 
standard man as a reference (see Section 2) becomes 

f = 1.016 - 1.600 w. (18) 

If, however, the fat-free body is the appropriate reference. the equation is 
then 

f = 1. 00 0 - 1. 390 w. (19) 

The validity of the total-body-water method for estimating fat rests 
upon the same as sumptions as are inherent in the densitometric method; 
briefly, that gross body composition, is constant for all humans with the same 
proportion of adipose tissue; that the composition of adipose tissue is constant 
and known; and that the reference body is a true average whose composition 
is known:~ The uncertainty associated with fat estimated by this method will 
consequently reflect the err-or in measuring total body water, together with 
the actual and irreducible variability in body composition for the population-
and, of course, any uncertainty in reference body composition. 

The variance in the estimate of fat, taking these factors into account, 
may be derived from Eq. (17), in the form 

The corresponding variance in the differential fatestimate • .6.f, may 
also be calculated by Eq. (20) after deleting the last term and f

O
' 

(20) 
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The numerical magnitucieof the uncer,tainty in the e stimat~d fa~ maY,be 
illustrated with a subject for whom water constitutes 55% of body weight, and 
with Brozek's standard man (see Sect. 2) used as a reference. The numerical 
valu~ s of the standard dev~ations in w O', wI' fO,and fl were discus.se~ in ". 
SectlOns 3 and 5. The estlmate of fat and the attendant standard devlatlOn 
calculated with Eqs. (I8) and (20) above are then 

f = 23.6 ± 4.8% body weight, 

L:,,{ = 12.4 ± 5.5% body weight. 

Similarly. an estimate of fat in the same subject may be calculated from 
Eqs. (l9) and (20) based on the fat~free body as a reference: 

~f = A = f = 23.6 ± 3.5% body weight. 

Although in the example given here, in which. w = 0.55, the calculated 
value of fat is the same by both formulas, in very lean and very obese persons 
the two formulas, differ by about 3% of body weight. This, however, is still 
within the estimated uncertainty of the method. 

The foregoing analysis of the total-body-water method leads to several 
conclusions of particular interest. It is seen at once that, in view of technical 
difficulties involved~ increasing the accuracy of total-body-water measurement 
beyond ± 2% of body weight does not, in general, appear warranted. More 
precise water measurement yields little improvement in the reliability of the 
fat e stirnate.If (J" = ± 1 %, the uncertainty in fat would be reduced only to 
± 3.9%: Indeed, ifWthere were no error whatever in total-body-water 
me.asu:r:ement the ~ncertai.nt)T (J" f .in ~o.t~l fa.t would still be ± 3.6% of body 
weight because of irreduCible vanabihtle s in the other factor s. 

A particularly significant result is that the standard deviation of the 
differential fat e st'imate is, if anything, greater than for total fat estimate. 
The reason for this is explicit in the formulas for (J" f and, (J" Af' both of 
which contain the same factors affected by biological variabihty and experi
mental error. Hence, neither the difference in adipose tissue nor in pure 
fat between subject and reference can be determined any more reliably than 
total fat. , '. 

No attempt was made to evaluate systematic errors, inasmuch as they 
may vary widely with techniques used. Such ,errors include hydrogen exchange 
in measuring body water with hydrogen isotopes; E;rrors in the estimate of 
the reference body, and adipose-tissue composition, and nossibly the use 
of ?:refe"rence;bodyof:on.e,cOrtl,po;f?itiOh:£or:th:e.whol~ of t.h~ e,ma:ci:ation-:pbe$:ity , 
r·ange.Alte~edhY'qrationwil1,of c?urse, render the method invalid. 

The abs~lute standard deviations in fat and fat difference calculated for 
the numerical example above will be approximately constant throughout 
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the emaciation-obesity ,range. For a standard deviatibn in tot.al-body-water 
measur.ement of ± 20/0 body weight. ·the uncertainty in fat estimation is not 
likely to be less than ± 40/0 body weight. 

Finally,:it !hay be noted that the densitometric and iotal-body-water 
methods are not independent means for estimating fat.' Aside from errors;' 

. in measurement, both methods must yield identical value s, for they are 
derived on precisely the same premises in whatever formulation one chooses 
to accept. ICon the .ave·rage the two methods, when used separately, lead to 
different vaiue s for fat. it can only. mean that inadvertently two different 
reference bbcl.ie s were implicitly involved, and consequently the constants in 
the density or in the total-body-water equation, or in both, are incorrect. 
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6. DensitY'1-::"Total-Body-Water M~Jhod , 

Combined measurements of corporal density and of total body water yield 
the only. method for estimating bodycorbposition tha.t does not require a 
refe,rence body nor· an explicitdescr.iptio,n of the composition· oLadipose tissue. 
The method is based"not on separate estimates by the twom.~asurements, blit· 
rathe r on a single for~ulf~ionin whichclensity and water occupy the role s '0£',· 

independent variables. ' . Althoughit.isthe method that appe<,trs to be_the.' 
least affected by biological variability, because it requires the fewest assumptions 
concerning interrelations between constituents, itis not. wholly. free ·ofsuch 
uncertaintie.s. Density;:tnd body water still do not provide ~ll the. informatiqn, 
needed for the unambiguous determination of a system that contains four 
constituents. On the other hand, since only one assumption need be made, it 
is possible to choose an empirical relationship for which the associated bio
logical variability has relatively little effect on the reliability of the fat
estimating equation. 

~, 

A formulation of the method is derived directly from the fundamental 
Eqs.(l) and (2), which--it may be recalled--apply to a body of any description: 

I = f + w + P + m, (21 ) 

(22) 

One additional relationship is needed to complete the system, but it may be 
any assumption one chooses to introdlice that relates two or more of the 
constituents by means of a constant. 

Among the numerous possible relationships between constituents such as 
those formulated in preceding sections, two are best suited to the present 
method. The first assumes, that the ratio of mineral to protein is constant 
(i. e .• m = ap). or the equivalent, that mineral forms a constant percentage 
of the mineral-protein fraction of the body. The second choice as sume s that 
mineral forms a constant proportion of the fat-free body. i,,;e., m = 13 (wi'p+m). 
The latter choi:ce has the disadvantage of involving total body water, and hence 
in states of abnormal hydration cannot be expected to be strictly valid. Further
more, although it is equivalent to the first expression for the average normal 
per son, if total hody:water is a variable fraction of the body even in normally 
hydrated persons,' as recent studies suggest. 16 tlle second of these expres'
sions introduces a needless uncertainty in the value of 13. The relation 
m = ap is therefore subject to less variation and is used here in deriving the 
formula for fat. It may be noted, however, that for the average normally 
hydrated subject, bo~h assumptions lead to the same result. 

The formula for fat, as well as that for estimating the standard deviation, 
is greatly simplified by introducing the substitution s = p + m = p (I + a) and 
the combined density d s of protein and mineral given by 
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(l+a)d d 
d = Imp 

s d + ad ' 
(23) 

m p 

Combining the se equations with Eqs. (21) and (22) above, we obtain the general 
formula for fat, 

(24) 

The, value of a, upon which an estimate of d s depends, rests on rather 
meager data for humans. Although it is relatively consistent in laboratory 
animals, with a value of about 0.25, 11, 17 the ratio appears to be substantially 
great.er and more r<friable in hurna~s. The direct analyses of five cadavers 
by Mltchel et aIr, Forbes et al., a9-d Widdowson et al., 19 whose results 
are summarized by Keys and Brozek, yielded values ranging from 0.290 to 
0.527. For the present purpose in illustrating a numerical form of the fat
estimating equation, a value of a' = 0.35 is adapted, which corresponds to 
total mineral of about 7% of the fat -free body. The exact value of a, eithe r 
for the individual or for the average, is not neede'd, however, for as shown bdow 
a considerable error in a does not in this method greatly affect the estimate 
of fat and of p + m. 

The combined density of protein and mineral for a = 0.35 is then d = 1.565 
g cm - 3. When this and the nume:dcal value s for df and dw are substftuted 
into Eq. (24), the fat-estimating equation becomes 

f = 2. 118 
d 0.780 w - 1.354. (25 ) 

The reliance that can be placed in an estimate of fat by this method is 
affected by the one empirical constanta, in addition to the experimental 
errors in measuring density and water. The magnitude of the uncertainty 
thls produces can'be estimated by applying the law of propagation to Eqs. (23) 
and (24) to determine the over -all standard deviation '(J fo The variance in 
d take s the form s ' 

f
d, d, (d, - d )J 2 _ rnp rn p 

-', , " 2 
(d + ad) 

'rn p 

2 
(J , = 

a' 
0.308 

while the variance in f, after substitution for 

2 
(J 
,f 

+ 

, ,2 
0.308 d f 

(d _ d )4 
s f 

, 

)

2 
d -d 

w w 
d 'W 

w 

2 
(J , 

a 

2 
(J, 

W 

2 
(J • 

a 

(26) 

(27) 
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If the numerical values for de d
w

' andd~a;e i!1serted, the variance in fat 
reduce s to 

2 
a f: = 

4.22 

7 
2 

ad + 0.608 
2 ( " L015 

a w + 1.126 - d . ") 2 2 
- 0.106 w .' a'a' (28)' 

The contribution of biological variability introduced through a depends 
somewhat on the fatnes s of the individual; it is greate st for very lean individuals 
and becomes smaller with obesity. Although there are no direct data other 
than those referred to above from which to infer an estimate of a , it is 
reasonable to assume that the standard deviation is not greater th£"n ± 0.1, i. e., 
about 300/0 of the assumed mean value. For the purpose.at hand only a rough 
estimate is needed to demonstrate the magnitudes involved, and the value would 
appear to be an adequate estimate of the dispersion -in mineral-protein ratio .. 

The actual uncertainty to be expected in a determination of fat by the 
density-total-body-watermethod may be illustrated for a subject with d = 1.050 
and w = 0.55. Substituting an:: ± 0.1 and the experimental errors of 
ad = ± 0.0025 g cm -3 and a w = ± 0.02 into Eq~ (28),. we have the standard 
deviation 

2 -4 -4 -4 a f =0.251 x 10 + 2.43 x 10 + 1.40 x 10 • 

or a f = ± 2.00/0 'body weight. 

From the preceding analysis several general conclusions may be drawn 
regarding the. applicability and validity of the method. 

First, the d-w method is strictly valid in any state of hydration. Moreover, 
since the isotopes of hydrogen can be'used as solutes in measureing body water, 
the m.ethod ,is for practical reasons the only one that appears to be generally 
valid in estimating fat when extensive edema, pleural effusion, or ascitic 
fluid is present. In some circumstances the test solutes for extracellular 
water - -extracellular water is in principle the only alternative m~asure of 
exce s s hydration- -cannot be expected to give a correct fluid volume because 
of their rapid disappearance and s~ow diffusion. 

Second, the estiInate of fat and of p + m is relatively little affected by 
biological variability. ' 

Third, it is evident from Eqs. (27) and (28) that little is to be gained in 
measuring body density more acc1.J.rately than ± 0.0025 g cm -3., In fact an 
error as great as 0.004 g' cm -3 doe s not greatly affect the over -all accuracy 
of the fat estimate. This conclusion would apply even if the error in water 
measurement were reduced to ± 1% of body weight. ' 

Fourth, the error in measuring total' body water, set here at 20/0, introduce s 
the largest single source of error~ In the example given above, a reduction 
in the water error from ± 20/0 to 1 % of body weight would reduce a f to ± 1.50/0. 
In many circumstances, however, the over-all gain of only 0.50/0 in reliability 
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would not justify the considerable effort required to achieve an accuracy of 
1% or less in the measurement ofbody water by the techniques now available. 

Fifth, if the experimental errors were altogethernegligi"Qle, the uncertainty 
in fat estimate would still remain about ± 1.2% body weight, unless· CT a were 

, subs.tanliaUy less than ± 0.1 ... On the other hand, even if CT were as great 
as ± 0.2, the resulting uncertainty in fat would be only ± I o~o. . 

Si:l:cth, an estimate of total.protein plus mineral is just at! valid as that for'· . 
fat, although the uncertainty, given by CT s = (CT;" + CTT) 1/2, is slightly greater. 
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7. Density:,.....; Extr,acellular-Fhiid Method' , .: ~ ~ : . 

Extracellular fluid space is the only distinct compartment other than 
total body water that has a direct bearing on' gross body composition and is" 
sus ceptible to in vivo dilution te chnique s. Intuitively it would seem advantageous 
to employ thisadded information when available by combining it with corporal 
density in a method similar to that of total body wate-f and density for esti
mating fat. However, as the following analysis suggests, the greater exact
ness that might be expected is offset by:.the increased complexiti~s of the 
assumptions that must be made and by the substantial uncertainties that extra
cellular fluid space introduces, both on theoretical and on practical grounds. 15 

With the introduction of extracellular fluid, the body must be regarded as 
a system of five components instead of four, i. e. 1 = f + i + e + p + tn, where 
i and e are the intra - and extracellular water proportions of the body 
re spectively. The additional compartment nece ssarily increase s the number 
of assumptions needed to'relate f, i~ e, p. and m. It is also necessary, as 
in the densitometric and the total-body-water methods, to introduce a 
reference body to which all individuals are assumed to conform except for a 
difference in the proportion of adipose tissue. A considerable array of 
possible relationships among the five constituent~ is available for a formulation 
of this method in addition to the basic equation above and the corresponding 
general equation for density: 

(29) 

To include the possibility of abnormal hydration, it is necessary to regard 
e as the sum of a component g associated with the normally hydrated person 
and d. component h representing the excess (as in edema) or deficit (as in 
dehydration). Whatever approach is then taken, the following relations are 
inherent in a formulation of the method: 

m = up or m = f3 (l - f - h). 

1 = f.1( 1 - f - h). ( 30) 

g = vj, 

where u and f3 are empirical constants relating mineral to protein, f.1 is 
a constant relating intracellular water to the fat-free body, and v relates 
extracellular to intracellular water. In particular it is necessary to the 
validity of the method to assume that intracellular water is in no way affected 
by abnormal hydration. 

As in the preceding sections. it is simpler but equivalent to formulate 
the method in terms 6f the generalized reference body and adipose tissue. 
A person who differs from the reference by a proportion of adipose tissue 
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A and possibly an abnormal proportion of extracellular water hmust then 
have a density given by . 

1 
d = 

A + d l 
+ 

h 
d' 

w 

. 
(31 ) 

where the subscripts 0 and 1 signify reference body and adipose tissue 
respectively. When combined with the expression for total extracellular 
fluid, e = (1 - A - h)eO + Ae 1 + h, the difference in adipose tis sue between 
reference and subject becomes 

A 
__ dOdw K (1 - eO) 

d - e K(dO - dw ) - K(dw - eOdO)' (32) 

where K = d/ rw(do-d j )- eOdO (dw - d 1 l,- e I d 1 (dO - dwl] 

The absolute proportion of fat is f = (1 - A - h)f + Af P or --combined 
with Eq. (32) above - -the estimating equation;for totaP fat ha.s the form 

1 - e 
+ fO ...... 1-- eo 

(33 ) 

Examples of numerical forms of these equations rnaynow be evaluated 
on the bases of the two reference bodies described in Section 2. With the 
values proposed by Keys and Brozek, the equations become 

8.666 
A = d - 0.684 e - 8.044, ( 34) 

5.148 . 
. ' .f = d - 0 . 573 e - 4. 6 12. (35 ) 

For a subject with d = 1.050 g cm -3 and e = 0.14, as an example, the proportions 
of adipose tissue and fat derived from these equations are A = 11.3% and. 
£.='21.0% body weight. . 

If, however, the fat-free body is the more nearly correct reference, then 
fl = I, fO = el = 0, eO is about 0.18, and the general fat formula reduces to 

4.475 
f = A = d - 0.535 e - 3.972. (36) 
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When this is applied to the "subject above, a valu·e of f= 2 L 5·% of body weight 
i:8 calculated. 

In the middle range of fatne s s, L e., 15% to 300/0, the difference between 
the two estimating formulas is negligible, while in the extreme s of leanne s $ 

and obesity, the difference is never greater than 3% of body weight. Even 
under the extreme conditions, the difference in the fat estimates derived on 
the basis of two references appears to be less than half the' uncertainty 
as sodated with either formula. Thus, so far as the method is concerned, it 
seems immaterial whether one chboses to think of adipose tissue as pure fat 
or some combination of fat, water, and protein; For the same reason it makes 

relatively little difference whether the fat-free body or some other reference 
is used. 

A serious limitation in the reliability of this method stems from the large 
uncertainty in measuring extracellular fluid and the ambiguity in precisely 
what it means. Methods such :as inulin infusion and radiosulfate appeart6 
give reasonable values, but there has been no means for directly testing their 
validity nor for estimating systematic error. Related to this is the difficulty 
in ascertalning the hOnna! variability· in extracellular water. By the method 
in this and the following section any deviation in the volume of extracellular 
fluid from that of the reference plus adipose tis sue can only be interpreted as 
altered hydration. which then introduces a systematic error into the fat estimate, 
whereas it may be a· normal variation in the ratio of extra- to intracellular 
water. 

The method in principle takes into account abnormal hydration, but on 
the other hand,. it is not always. likely to do. so in practice. It is questionable 
whether any of the solutes that are employed in measuring extracellular. fluid 
can be expected to yield valid results in the presence of a substantial volume 
of transudate, such as in extensive edema or ascites, because of their slow 
diffusion rates into distinct fluid volumes compared to their rates of excretion. 15 

Additional uncertainties are intr:oduced, as in the other methods, by the 
normal variability in total body water and the mineral-to-protein ratio among 
individuals in a population. These factors alone lead to an uncertainty in the 
fat estimate of about ± 4% body weight. 

In view of the great number of assumptions that are necessary and the 
possibility of large systematic error, it seernsunlikely that the combination 
of density and extracellular fluid will yield an estimate of fat as reliable as 
that derived from density alone. 

0. 
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8, Extracellular-Total-Body-Water Method, ' 

An analysis of methods for estimating body composition would not be 
complete without examination of the use of combined measurements of the 
extracellular fluid space and total body water. Let us overlook for the present 
the sometimes uncertain interpretation of extracellular fluid space in terms 
of actual water volume; a method utilizing determinatio'ns of both fluid spaces 
should then in principle be valid in abnormal as well as normal states of 
hydration. 

The general assumptions described in the preceding section, governing 
the reference body and adipose tissue, are again necessary. in essentially the 
same form for this method. Assuming as before that an excess or deficit 
in total fluids, expre ssed as a fraction h of the body weight, is as'sociated 
only with extracellular fluid space, we have then the actual proportions of 
total water and extracellular water : 

w = (1 - A - h) w 0 + Aw 1 + h, ( 37) 

e = (1 - A - h) eO + Ae 1 + h, (38) 

where the subscripts 0 and 1 designate quantities associated respectively with 
the reference body and adipose tissue. If these two ~quations are combined 
to eliminate h. then the difference in adipose tissue, A. between reference 
and subject may be expressed as 

( 39) 

The difference in adipose tissue therefore is calculated in terms, of the 
measured value s and the pre sumed constant normal values of the fluid spaces 
in the reference and in generalized adipose tissue. 

The total fat is evidently f = (l - A - h) fo+Af l' which, combined with 
Eq. (39), becomes . 

where 

f = eK~I(l - w O) - fO(1 - WI)] - wK ~I(I 

+ K t I (w 0 - eO) - fO (w I - e 1~ , 

K = I/lel(i-W
o ) - eO(l _.W I ) + Wo 

( 40) 
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The se general formulas may now be evaluated on the -base s of the two 
references. Inserting first the standard man of Bro~ek (see Section 2) and 
the values. eO ~ 0.16, a~d e 1 = 0.14 proposed by Keys and Brozek, 9 we have 
the fat-estImatlng equat10ns 

A = 1.535 e - 3.306 w + 1.772, 

f = 0.596 e - 1.620 w + 1.041. 

If, on the other hand, the fat-free body is the correct reference, then 
fl = 1, e 1 = wI =fO = 0, and the fat",:estimating equation becomes 

f = A ::: 0.519 e - 1.518 w + 1. 

(41) 

(42) 

( 43) 

It is of interest to note that on taking the difference between Eqs. (42) and 
(43) we find that the proportion of fat estimated on the basis of the two refer
ence bodies always qiffers by less than 1.5% of body weight. For example, 
a-person in wno-m-tofa!" w-a-fer~cOtlstitute s-550;0- of body weight and extraceUular- -- - - --
water is 14%, consists of 22.30/0 fat by Eq. (42) and 21.8% by Eq. (43). This 
difference is far smaller than the inherent errors in either formula; conse-
quently, the choice of reference, the 'assumed composition of adipose tissue, 
and other assumptions that may be introduced are relatively unimportant. 
Conversely, the method cannot be expected_ to give a very reliable estimate of 
body composition. 

Essentially the same conclusions are reached conce-rning this method as 
those described for combined density-extracellular fluid space in the preceding 
section. The introduction of extracellular space merely compounds the 
difficultie s by adding greater uncertaintie s than tho se associated with estimating 
body composition solely from total body water. For technical reasons the 
method is of questionable value in the presence of excessive hydration, while, 
on the other hand, for normally hydrated per sons an extracellular -total-body
water method doe s not in fact exist. The latter conclusion may be demonstrated 
by formulating the method fot conditions of normal hydration, in -which case 
either the extracellular fluid space or the total body water cancels out of the 
formulation. 

~ . 

. ' ~~ 

" 
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Appendix 1 

If a quantity f is related by a: function F (a, b; c e, •••• }to the quantities ..,. 
a, b, c, .•.. , each of which is subject to an uncertainty expressed as standard 
deviation '(J', the law of propagation of errors provides the appropriate rule 
for calculating the cumulativeuntertainty in f. For simplicity the formula . 
is expre s sed below in terms of variance (standard deviation squared), 

+f8F)2 (J'2 +'(8F\2 
\::8 b, b 8 c) . . ., 

where (8F/Fa) is the partial derivative of the function with respect to quantity 
a, and (J' a is the standard deviation in a. 

Appendix 2 

As explained in'the text, the standard deviation of ± 0.01 g cm -3 in the 
value of the reference -body density is more a measure of the dispersion of 
body composition in the population than the experimental error in the specific 
reference that may be selected. The magnitude of the uncertainty in d O_ is 
based here on the dispersion in normal total body water of (J' w = ± 20/0 oody 
weight together with a dispersion of ± 0.1 in the mineral-protein ratio for 
persons with identical adipose tissue. The resultant uncertainty in dO is then 
derived as follows, assuming m = up: 

The reference body density may be expressed as 

1 

dQ- + 

In applying the law of propagation of errors it is assumed that fat is constant, 
i. e., the standard deviation in dO is to reflect the dispersion in body compo:" 
sition for persons with 'identical proportions of fat or adipose tissue. The 
variance 1S then 

.2 
(J'd 

o 

= 0.164 

d +ud )2 m p 
- 'T'("'-1 """+-u--')-d"""':;-"""a-

mp 

2 
(J' , + 0.0042 

wo 

2 (J' 
u 

With (J'wO = ± 0.02 and (J' = ± 0.01, the standard deviation in dO becomes 
(J'd =±0.01. U ... 

o 
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